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Abstract This publication compares three different

distributed energy management algorithms. All algo-

rithms are evaluated regarding quality of energy man-

agement and communication requirements. In addi-

tion, their scalability and behaviour at communica-

tion limitations are analysed. Furthermore, recommen-

dations for the use of the different algorithms are given.

The first algorithm is COHDA. It has a fully dis-

tributed approach without any central unit. Secondly,

the well known algorithm PowerMatcher, which per-

forms market based supply demand matching, is anal-

ysed. Thirdly, a round-based and privacy preserving al-

gorithm called PrivADE is evaluated. All algorithms

are simulated in the ns3-based simulation environment

SiENA.

Keywords smart grid · energy management ·
communication requirements

1 Introduction

Energy management in the domestic area will become a

vital part in the future power grid. This comprises De-

mand Side Management (DSM) and the management

of supply units like micro Combined Heat and Power

Plants (µCHPs). To handle the possibly high number of

households and devices, different Energy Management
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Algorithms (EMAs) were developed. Their functional-

ities vary considerably and they partially pursue dif-

ferent goals. Specifically EMAs were developed for day

ahead scheduling of µCHP or Heat Pump (HP). Other

EMAs were made for frequency response by using Bat-

tery Storages (BSs) or Electric Vehicles (EVs). A third

EMA application is intra-day load balancing with lower

real time requirements than frequency response EMAs.

The convergence of the aforementioned day ahead

scheduling algorithms is not time-critical because they

can be executed beforehand. This leads to low restric-

tion regarding convergence times and therefore low

communication requirements. In contrast, frequency

control algorithms have to react within very low delays

(often less than 1 second) and very high reliability. All

information that is needed is the grid-frequency which

is inherently available through the power grid. An ad-

ditional communication network would be redundant.

The only kind of algorithms which should be analysed

in perspective of communication requirements is the

third group of EMA applications. Because, in contrast

to day-ahead and frequency response EMAs, the be-

haviour of intra-day EMAs often depends on the com-

munication network. So, the publication is focusing on

requirements of this intra-day EMAs.

For these intra-day EMAs, various possibilities to

manage households and their energy devices exist. A

simple way is a central control unit, which controls each

device directly. This method is called Direct Load Con-

trol (DLC). A more common and in the public more

accepted way is an indirect management, e.g. by price

incentives. For this indirect method, different EMAs

were published in recent years. In this paper, three dif-

ferent algorithms are simulated and evaluated regard-

ing communication requirements. The first algorithm

is COHDA [3]. Originally, it was developed for day

ahead scheduling of controllable power supply. How-
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ever, COHDA was adapted in this paper to handle

intra-day energy management of different devices. The

second algorithm is PowerMatcher. It was first pub-

lished by Kok in 2005 [5] and is mainly used for DSM in

households. However, the concept of PowerMatcher can

be also used for energy generating units. Additionally,

we present PrivADE [1]. PrivADE is a round-based ap-

proach with homomorphic encryption to preserve users

privacy.

There are already several evaluations that analyse

communication requirements for smart grid applica-

tions. Saad [6] focuses on scheduling algorithms using

game theory. He suggests Power-line Communication

(PLC) or wireless technologies, but does not compare

different algorithms. He highlights that the area of com-

munications in smart grid systems is still in its infancy.

Conejo [2] describes the importance to use a bidirec-

tional communication, but does not analyse the require-

ments in detail. Samadi [7] also proposes a two-way

communication. He compares the required amount of

messages by his game theoretic approach to a price an-

ticipating system. However, he does not compare their

abilities with regard to energy management functions.

So it remains unclear, if his game theoretic approach is

advisable in all scenarios. Yan [13] describes challenges

and requirements on communication in a smart grid.

He gives a good motivation for communication in smart

grids. However, he only provides an overview about re-

quired latency without focusing a concrete scenario.

Another overview is given by the US department of

energy [10]. They categorise smart grid functionalities

and give an overview of communication requirements.

For demand response they estimate the required band-

width between 14 kbit s−1 and 100 kbit s−1 as well as

the latencies ranging from 500 ms up to several minutes.

However, the functionalities that could be enabled with

these communication properties are not described.

To enable a better overview, this paper focuses

on required data amount and time for convergence of

EMAs. This is simulated with households and their de-

vices as controllable units in concrete scenarios. Espe-

cially scaling properties and behaviour with bandwidth

limitations and high communication delay is analysed.

This publication is structured as follows. In section 2

the algorithms COHDA, PowerMatcher, and PrivADE

are described. Afterwards, the simulation environment

and the scenario is shown in section 3. In section 4,

simulation results of the algorithms are shown and the

communication requirements analysed. Finally, the al-

gorithms are compared and recommendations for dif-

ferent scenarios will be given.

Agent 1

Agent 2Agent 8

Agent 7

Agent 5

Agent 3

Agent 6 Agent 4

Server

Fig. 1 COHDA - small-world overlay network example (φ =
0.5)

2 Distributed Energy Management Algorithms

The communication requirements depend largely on the

EMA itself. Several algorithms with different function-

alities were published in recent years. In this section,

the algorithms COHDA, PowerMatcher and PrivADE

are introduced shortly to illustrate their functionalities.

2.1 COHDA

COHDA is a heuristic for multi agent systems [3]. In-

cluding our adaptation for the motivating use case of

intra-day energy management in the present contribu-

tion, the algorithmic approach in COHDA ca be de-

scribed as follows: Each agent represents a household

h ∈ H. All households are connected by an overlay net-

work and have identifications that are well-ordered. For

best performance, the overlay network should be real-

ized as a Watts-Strogatz small-world model [12] (see

Fig. 1). Each household h has a predicted energy con-

sumption Ch for the next interval and a total flexibility

due to its adaptable devices. Furthermore, each house-

hold has a working memory and a solution candidate.

Both contains its own planed energy consumptions and

that of other households. Furthermore, the solution

candidate stores the identification of its creator. The

consumptions in the solution candidate corresponds to

the actual consumption, if no better solution can be

found. Whereas the values stored in the working mem-

ory, are used to search a better solution. The global goal

of COHDA is to achieve the total goal consumption ζ

and minimize the error-function e(ζ,
∑
h∈H Ch), which

rate the deviation between goal and solution. COHDA

works as follows:

1. The server initiates COHDA by sending a packet

with the desired value ζ/|H| to a random household.

2. The household i that receives the first packet,

chooses its own energy consumption Ci, which min-

imises the error-function. This value will be stored in

the working memory κi and in its solution candidate
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γi. Afterwards, the goal value, solution candidate

and the working memory is sent to all neighbours

in the overlay network.

3. A household i that receives a packet with a working

memory κr and a solution candidate γr, firstly up-

dates the energy consumptions in its own working

memory (κi → κ′i). If it has been updated (κi 6= κ′i):

– If the amount of households in κ′i is higher than

the amount in γi and γr (|Hκ′
i
| > |Hγi |∧|Hκ′

i
| >

|Hγr |), the best own consumption C∗i will be se-

lected (minimum e(ζ, C∗i +
∑
Ch∈κ′i\Ci

Ch)), and

κ′i is set as a new solution candidate γi.

– If the set of households in the received solution

candidate is equal to the set in the own solution

candidate (Hγr = Hγi):

(a) If the received γr is better than the own γi
(e(ζ,

∑
Ch∈γr Ch) < e(ζ,

∑
Ch∈γi Ch)), or γr

is equal to the own γi (e(ζ,
∑
Ch∈γr Ch) =

e(ζ,
∑
Ch∈γi Ch)) but has a solution creator

with a higher identification, replace γi by γr.

(b) Find the own consumption C∗i that min-

imises e(ζ, C∗i +
∑
Ch∈κi\Ci

Ch) and store C∗i
into κi. If κi has a lower error value than

γi (e(ζ,
∑
Ch∈κi

Ch) < e(ζ,
∑
Ch∈γi Ch)) re-

place γi by κi.

4. When either γi or κi have been modified in one of

the previous steps, the household sends a new packet

with the goal value, solution candidate and working

memory to all neighbours in the overlay network.

When COHDA is converged, the predicted energy

consumption can be set. Further information about

COHDA is available in the Hinrichs publication [3].

2.2 PowerMatcher

PowerMatcher is a common method for supply demand

matching. It was first published by Kok in 2005 [5]. In

PowerMatcher, households send a bid to an auctioneer,

which has information about the goal consumption and

chooses a price depending on the accumulated bids. In

the next sections, the methodology of creating bids and

the execution of PowerMatcher is described in more de-

tail.

2.2.1 Bids

Each adaptable device is represented by a device-agent.

Every device-agent has to create a bid-curve, which de-

pends on the environmental conditions. Example: a de-

vice agent for a HP adapts its bid-curve depending on

the load level of the hot water tank (see Fig. 2). When

the load level is high, the HP has not to run necessarily.
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Fig. 2 Bid-curve of a heat pump
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Fig. 3 Overlay network and steps during execution of Power-
Matcher

In case of bid-curves for BSs or other continuously

manageable devices, the bid-curve has no jump discon-

tinuities. However, bid-curves are always monotonically

decreasing functions. If the price increases, the con-

sumption stays constant or will be lowered.

The bid of Fig. 2 can be represented by the coordi-

nates {(0.21e; 2 kW), (0.21e; 0 kW)}. Values between

the coordinates, are calculated by linear interpolation.

Thus, continuous decreasing bids can be realised with

only two coordinates too. The most bids of flexible de-

vices have just two or four coordinates. That leads to a

very small amount of data.

2.2.2 Execution

The execution of PowerMatcher consists basically of

four steps, these steps are shown in Fig. 3 and described

in the following:

1. Each device agent creates a bid. Each household ag-

gregate these bids and send them to a concentrator.

2. All concentrators receive bids from different house-

holds. They aggregate these bids and send the result

to another participant called the auctioneer.

3. The auctioneer calculates the price, where the bid-

curve matches the total goal consumption ζ. This

price is then sent back to the concentrators.

4. All concentrators receive the price and forward this

to each household. The households set their devices

to the corresponding consumption value.
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2.3 PrivADE

PrivADE is a Privacy-Preserving Algorithm for Dis-

tributed Energy Management [1]. It is round-based and

distinguishes adaptable loads that can be managed fine

granular (BS and EV), and switchable loads which can

only be turned on or off (µCHP, HP and heating rod).

The households and the server are part of an overlay

communication network that is arranged as a ring (see

Fig. 4). The server knows the goal consumption ζ and

tries to match the total consumption to this goal.

In the first round, all necessary data is gathered.

Therefore, the server creates a data packet with several

counters and sends it through the ring. Each household

that receives this package adds its values to the cor-

responding counters. For example adds its total energy

consumption to the corresponding counter. This is done

using homomorphic encryption.

After the first round, the server has information

about the total consumption C (e.g. 28 000 W), the

amount of switchable devices with certain consump-

tions (e.g. two devices with 1000 W and one with

10 000 W can be turned on) and the possibilities of

adaptable devices to increase (e.g. α = 4000 W by A =

5 households) or decrease the consumption (e.g. β =

−3000 W by B = 2 households). So the server decide,

which device-categories (e.g. all devices with 1000 W)

to switch, for allow achieving the goal consumption (e.g.

ζ = 32 500 W) with the adaptable devices. So the server

sends another packet through the ring with the devices

to switch and a consumption share for the adaptable

households (e.g. 32 500W−28 000W−2·1000W
5 = 500 W).

Each household that receives this package adds, if ap-

propriate, its adaptation and send the package to the

next. If all adaptable households can fulfil their adap-

tation share, PrivADE has been converged.

If a household cannot fulfil its share (e.g. one house-

hold can only adapt to 300 W) the remaining house-

holds have to adjust their adaptations (e.g. additional
2500W−4·500W−300W

5−1 = 50 W). This requires another

round. So the number of rounds can increase till maxi-

mum |H| in the worst case.

3 Simulation Environment

To simulate the behaviour of the introduced algorithms,

a lot of probabilities and surrounding conditions have

to be considered. In the following subsections, the ca-

pabilities of our simulation environment called SiENA

[9] and the scenario for our experiments are described.

SiENA is integrated in the network simulator ns-3. This

enables to simulate simultaneously the communication

behaviour and the energy consumption.

Agent 1

Agent 2Server

Agent 7

Agent 5

Agent 3

Agent 6 Agent 4

Fig. 4 Ring overlay communication network of PrivADE

3.1 Energy Simulation

SiENA contains a large data basis of energy consump-

tion curves for the most relevant household appliances

(stoves, office devices, washing machines, fridges, etc.).

Market penetrations are specified by values of the Ger-

man federal statistic office [8]. For realistic simulations,

the simulator chooses appropriate activation times for

the different devices. A simulated consumption and

the German standard load profile (H0) match fairly

well. This is shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, it can be as-

sumed that the simulated energy consumptions are well

grounded.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of simulation and Standard Load Profile
(SLP) for households

In addition to the devices commonly used today, de-

vices like µCHPs and HPs can be simulated. Therefore,

the heat demand according to the standard VDI4655

has been implemented [11]. In addition, EVs and BSs

can be simulated. All these future devices have high

potential for load shifting and load adaptation. The se-

lection of controllable devices depends on the scenario,

which is described in the next section.
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Fig. 6 Energy consumption of 50 households controlled by different algorithms

3.2 Scenario

Many scenarios exist that allow a useful energy man-

agement, e.g. load shaping and peak clipping (see Fig.

7). Load shaping can be used to adjust the energy con-

sumption to fluctuations in generation. A fluctuating

generation can be caused for example by renewable en-

ergy sources like photovoltaic systems or wind turbines.

In our scenario, we assume a distribution grid supplies

50 households and a substation not allowing a higher

total power consumption than 32.5 kW. So, algorithms

for peak clipping are needed. However, simulations have

shown that increasing the energy consumption before

the peak can allow a better ability to reduce consump-

tions during the peak. So, the goal of the algorithms is

to increase or decrease the peak demand to 650 W per

household. This goal is typical for load shaping.

Load Shifting/ 
Load Shaping Peak Clipping 

Fig. 7 Goals of energy management

In the scenario each household has probabilities for

owning controllable devices. The probability to own a

µCHP or a HP is 25 % each. Both devices are control-

lable if the corresponding heat storage is filled above

30 %. 20 % of households own an EV which is manage-

able if its load level is at least 90 %. Further, 30 % of

the households own a BS. They have no special condi-

tions for being controllable. Fig. 6 shows two exemplary

days managed by each introduced energy management

algorithm. It can be seen that all algorithms have sim-

ilar capabilities to clip the peaks. The quality ratings

according to the methodology of [4] are shown in Table

1 and confirm this observation.

Table 1 Quality ranking of different algorithms in percent
(higher values correspond to a better result)

COHDA PowerMatcher PrivADE

Peak Clipping 28 27 28

Load Shaping 25 23 25

3.3 Communication Network

Independent of the EMA overlay network, the commu-

nication technology has a physical topology. Therefore,

a tree was selected, which can be found in wired in-

ternet connections like Digital Subscriber Line (DSL).

Each household is represented by a leaf and upper level

nodes represent network elements such as switches or

routers. The maximum number of leafs for a node is ten

and the graph has a maximum height of five, meaning

the worst case path size from leaf to leaf is ten in case of

more than 80 leafs. In case of more than 160 leaf nodes,

the root has more than two connections (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Topology of a tree network with 182 nodes

The topology ends with households, meaning that

no in-house communication is simulated. All leaf nodes

(households and servers) have a 20 ms latency and a

bandwidth of 5 Mbit s−1. All other nodes (routers) have

2 ms processing delay and a data rate of 1 Gbit s−1.

4 Communication Analysis

In this section, simulation results are described and dis-

cussed. The scenario of the previous section is used. Ta-

ble 2 shows an overview of the simulation parameters.

The algorithms use the UDP-Protocol for communica-

tion. All data amounts include the 30 bit MAC header.
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Table 2 Overview of simulation parameters for the subsec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3

simulated objects: 50 households and their appliances

flexible devices: µCHPs, HPs, BSs and EVs

simulation period: varies depending on simulation com-
plexity from 7 days up to 1 month

interval: 15 minutes

communication
parameters:

leaf bandwidth 5 Mbit s−1, router
bandwidth 1 Gbit s−1, delay 20 ms

4.1 Convergence Time

In this section, the required time for convergence is sim-

ulated and analysed. This is very important because the

convergence time determines the interval within an al-

gorithm can be executed. The smaller the interval, the

faster the reaction of the energy management. Simu-

lation period is one month. The figures in this section

illustrate a curve for an exemplary day as well as a box

plot for the entire simulation.

4.1.1 COHDA

COHDA is a heuristic and its convergence behaviour

depends on various conditions. The best case for fast

convergence occurs when no household has any adapt-

able device. So the households only inform the other

households about their energy consumption. Another

important condition is the overlay network. Because no

representative small-world overlay network can be de-

fined, the best case for an open ring and a star over-

lay network is described, as clarifying example in the

following, before deriving properties of the small-world

topology afterwards on this basis.

Fig. 9(a) shows the best case with an open ring

overlay network and four households. The number of

sequential steps is 2|H| − 1. This results to 7 steps in

case of four households and 99 in case of 50 households.

If another overlay network is used, the amount of se-

quential steps decrease. In case of a star overlay net-

work, only four sequential steps are required. This is

independent on the number of households |H| (see Fig.

9(b)). So the amount of sequential steps depends on

the maximum number of hops. The small-world topol-

ogy used for the overlay network here, has typically a

logarithmically growing maximum number of hops. So

the real best case in our scenario with the small-world

overlay network has a number of sequential steps be-

tween 4 and 99. Please note that the convergence time

has a linear dependency on the number of sequential

steps.

However, simulations show that the worst case does

not occur in practice. Convergence times of an exem-
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Fig. 9 Messages in the best case with four households and
two different overlay networks

plary day and a box plot of a one month simulation is

shown in Fig. 10. The simulated best case is 3.8 s and

the worst case 8.5 s. The median time for convergence

is around 4.7 s.
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Fig. 10 Time for convergence (COHDA)

4.1.2 PowerMatcher

PowerMatcher always performs the same four commu-

nication steps to find a solution. As soon as the algo-

rithm has performed these steps, it can be regarded as

converged. The time for convergence is shown in Fig.

11. To prevent a concentrator overload, the households

send their bids with an equal distributed time delay be-

tween 0 and 100 ms. This way the convergence time of

PowerMatcher is almost a representation of this delay

and an additive for the latency and time for transmis-

sion of around 215 ms in average.
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4.1.3 PrivADE

PrivADE is a round-based algorithm. The communi-

cation is in principle organised unidirectional and no

parallel communication steps occur. For this reason the

converging times is proportional to the required number

of rounds and the amount of households, which is 50.

The first round needs 2.7 s and each additional round

approx. 2.4 s. PrivADE needs two to six rounds in the

simulated scenario. This results in convergence times

from 5.1 s up to 15 s. Fig. 12 shows the convergence

times of an exemplary day and a box plot for a simula-

tion with a period of one month.
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Fig. 12 Time for convergence (PrivADE)

4.1.4 Comparison of Convergence Times

The convergence times of COHDA and PrivADE al-

gorithm are close to each other in this scenario (4.7 s

compared to 9.7 s). PowerMatcher is much faster with

times around 0.3 s. All convergence times are below 15 s,

which enables an execution in a one minute interval.

4.2 Data Requirements

In this section, the data amount of the different EMAs

is analysed. Simulation period is one month. The figures

in this section illustrate a curve for an exemplary day

as well as a box plot for one month, which corresponds

to the entire simulation.

4.2.1 COHDA

Similar to COHDAs time for convergence, its best case

for the amount of data can be shown at the example

of Figure 9. With the open ring overlay network and

four households the message amount is ten. Household

4, that calculates the final solution candidate, has to

exchange 2 messages. Household 3 has to exchange 3,

etc. For increasing number of households |H| it results

to

|Mbest,openring| = 1 +

|H|−1∑
n=1

(n+ 1) =
|H|2 + |H|

2
. (1)

This results in a message amount of 1274 for 50 house-

holds. In case of the star overlay network, the number

of messages is

|Mbest,star| = 1 + 3|H| , (2)

which leads to 151 messages for 50 households. The

best case in the simulation is 801 messages and thereby

between both (see Fig. 13).

The message size varies dependent on the num-

ber of households that are considered in the message

(|C|). The message size can be calculated as follows:

38 Byte +|C|·64 Byte. This results in a maximum mes-

sage size of 3238 Byte for 50 households.
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Fig. 13 Total message amount for convergence (COHDA)

The simulated amount of data needed to converge

is shown in Fig. 14. This data amount varies between

600 kB and above 1600 kB. Fig. 15 shows that the total

amount of received data varies considerably in the dif-

ferent households. Household 25 only receives 15.6 kB in

average, compared to household 45 that receives 46.5 kB

in average. Please note that the amount of transmitted

data is basically equal to the received data in COHDA.
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Fig. 14 Data volume needed for converging using the
COHDA algorithm (including MAC headers)
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Fig. 15 Amount of received data per household required to
converge using the COHDA algorithm
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4.2.2 PowerMatcher

The more devices are manageable in a household, the

more extensive is the bid-curve. This results in a higher

data volume. The most complex household bid-curve-

message has only 78 Byte, including the MAC header

of 30 Byte. This corresponds to six stored coordinates.

On the other hand, the smallest bid-message has a size

of 38 Byte. In this case, only one tuple containing price

and consumption has to be transmitted. If a household

contains an adaptable device, at least one more tuple

needs to be sent. While a µCHP only requires a single

additional tuple, a battery storage requires three extra

tuples. This is due to the more complex bid-curve. Fig.

16 shows the spread of bid-curve-message sizes. The

sum of the total data volume sent by all participants is

shown in Fig. 17. Depending on the number of control-

lable devices, the total data volume varies from 4.7 kB

up to 5.6 kB. Especially during the evening when a lot

of EVs are at home, a lot of devices are controllable.

all households

household 12

household 01

40 50 60 70 80
packet size / Byte

Fig. 16 Bid-curve-message size of all households and the
households with the lowest and the highest average package
size (including MAC headers)
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Fig. 17 Data volume needed for converging of PowerMatcher
(including MAC headers)

4.2.3 PrivADE

Analysing the amount of data transferred for conver-

gence using the PrivADE algorithm leads to a similar

outcome as for the required convergence time (compare

Fig. 12 and Fig. 18). This is due to the round-based

approach of PrivADE. The first round requires approx.

120 kB of data. Second or later rounds only need ap-

prox. 8 kB. So the total data volume required by Priv-

ADE varies between 128 and 161 kB.
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Fig. 18 Data volume needed for converging of PrivADE (in-
cluding MAC headers)

4.2.4 Data Comparison

Similar to the time required for convergence, the

amount of data depends on the selected algorithm as

well. While PowerMatcher leads to very low data recep-

tions and transmissions for households, the concentra-

tor has to handle messages from each household in par-

allel. Using COHDA or PrivADE leads to lower com-

munication requirements on the server side (including

concentrator), because they are based on a more dis-

tributed approach. Therefore, households need to ex-

change more data. However, in the considered scenario,

the average number of messages is 11 per household for

COHDA and 4 for PrivADE, as well as their total data

size around 1.5 MB or 144 kB. Both algorithms can be

handled by most communication technologies. Table 3

gives an overview of the required communication.

Table 3 Average traffic needed for convergence of COHDA,
PowerMatcher and PrivADE (including MAC headers)

COHDA PowerMatcher PrivADE
data/count data/count data/count

household
rx 26.4 kB/11 38 Byte/1 2805 Byte/4
tx 26.4 kB/11 55.6 Byte/1 2805 Byte/4

server/ rx - 374 Byte/1 2805 Byte/4
auctioneer tx 38 Byte/1 38 Byte/1 2805 Byte/4

concen- rx NA 2818 Byte/51 NA
trator tx NA 2274 Byte/51 NA

4.3 Scalability

In this section the scalability regarding increasing num-

ber of households of the different algorithms is analysed.

Therefore, the required time and data for convergence

is evaluated. The number of controllable devices per

household remains constant.

4.3.1 COHDA

In small-world topologies, the average minimum path

length l increases logarithmically with the number of
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nodes |H| (l ∝ log |H|) [12]. The average number of

neighbours remains constant at three. As a result, it can

be assumed that the average time to reach convergence

increases logarithmically with the number of households

(O(log |H|)).
The total data volume for convergence increases

much faster than the time for convergence. This is

due to two additional scaling effects. Firstly, the num-

ber of messages |M |, that will be sent simultane-

ously, increases linearly with the number of households

|H|, because all households send messages in parallel

(|M | ∝ |H|). Secondly, the average message size msize

increases linearly with |H|, because information about

each household has to be communicated (msize ∝ |H|).
In addition to the time effect, this results to a data

amount scaling behaviour of O(|H|2 log |H|).
Simulations that are shown in Fig. 19 confirm both

scaling assumptions. This leads to a total data trans-

mission of more than 1 GB in case of 1000 households.
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Fig. 19 Time and total data volume needed for convergence
by varying the number of households (COHDA)

4.3.2 PowerMatcher

For the scaling analysis of PowerMatcher, the number

of concentrators is fixed to one. Because of the four

same steps in PowerMatcher, the algorithm scales inde-

pendent from the number of households (O(1)). Small

effects on the scaling behaviour are due to the network

topology: the maximum number of hops increases log-

arithmically till 80 nodes are reached (see section 3.3).

The time of the slowest communication path in each

of the four steps (Section 2.2.2) determines the total

time. Due to the topology and the random time delay

in each household, a slight increase can be expected.

The amount of messages |M | increases linearly with the

number of households |H| and the amount of concen-

trators |C| (|M | = 2|H| + 2|C|). Due to the fact that

there are much more households, than concentrators

(|H| >> NC), the increase of messages can be described

as O(|H|). Because of an almost constant average mes-

sage size, the data volume increases also linearly with

the number of households (O(|H|)).

Simulations with the amount of data and the re-

quired convergence time are shown in Fig. 20. The time

for convergence increase slightly with the number of

households. The average time increases from 226 ms

in case of 2 households up to 340 ms in case of 1000

households. This behaviour is expected. The simula-

tions show, that the data volume increases slightly less

than linear. This can be explained with the aggregated

bid, which is sent from the concentrator to the auc-

tioneer. Its size increases less than linear because some

prices in households bids-curves are the same. This is

an economy of scale effect.
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Fig. 20 Time and total data volume needed for convergence
by varying the number of households (PowerMatcher)

4.3.3 PrivADE

In order to analyse the scaling behaviour of PrivADE,

firstly the number of required rounds |R| has to be con-

sidered. In Fig. 21, it can be seen that the number of

rounds increases less than double logarithmic with the

amount of households (O(log log |H|)) in our scenarios.
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Fig. 21 Required rounds by varying the amount of house-
holds (PrivADE). The dashed line represents a curve with a
log log |H| behaviour.

Due to the fact that each round needs |H|+ 1 com-

munication steps, the convergence time increases lin-

ear with the number of rounds |R| and the number of

households |H| (O(|H| log log |H|)). This leads to con-

vergence times up to 347 s in case of 1000 households.

The data volume does not increase as fast as the time

to converge, because the size of data exchanged in the

second and later rounds is smaller than for the first
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round. The scaling behaviour of time and data required

for convergence is shown in Fig. 22.
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Fig. 22 Time and total data volume needed for convergence
by varying the number of households (PrivADE)

4.3.4 Scalability Comparison

The scaling behaviour of the algorithms regarding in-

creasing numbers of households is different. Two as-

pects have been analysed, the data amount and the

time for convergence. Regarding data, PowerMatcher

scales linear with the number of households. PrivADE

is a bit worse and needs slightly more data with in-

creasing households. COHDA, on the other side, needs

much more data. It scales worse than quadratic with

the number of households. Table 4 shows an overview of

the scaling behaviour. Regarding time for convergence,

PowerMatcher achieve the best results again. It con-

verges nearly independent of the number of households.

The convergence time of PrivADE increases slightly

faster than linear and the time-scalability of COHDA

is between PowerMatcher and PrivADE. Fig. 23 shows,

that PrivADE and PowerMatcher converge equally fast

in case of 2 households. Because of better scalability,

Private become slower with increasing number of house-

holds. From 20 households upwards, the worse scaling

of PrivADE allows COHDA to be second best.
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Fig. 23 Convergence times comparison by varying the num-
ber of households in our scenario

4.4 Communication Limitations

In this section, the convergence times of the algorithms

are analysed by variation of available bandwidth and la-

tency. Thereby, only bandwidth and latency of the leafs

Table 4 Scalability comparison of COHDA, PowerMatcher
and PrivADE in our scenario

total data amount convergence time

COHDA O(|H|2 log |H|) O(log |H|)
PowerMatcher O(|H|) O(1)

PrivADE <O(|H| log log |H|) ∼O(|H| log log |H|)

(see topology in Fig. 8) are limited. These leafs rep-

resent households, servers, concentrators and the auc-

tioneer. The bandwidth and latencies between routers

remain unaffected (1 Gbit s−1 and 2 ms).

4.4.1 COHDA

In the considered scenario the minimum data rate per

household is 50 kbit s−1, when using the COHDA algo-

rithm. In case of lower bandwidths, the algorithm does

not converge reliably within the 15 minutes interval.

This is independent of the latency. The convergence

time in dependency of the data rate and the latency

is shown in Fig. 24. High latencies become relevant at

higher data rates. For example a latency of 200 ms, com-

pared to 2 ms, slows down the convergence by approx.

7 s at high data rates.
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Fig. 24 Maximum time for convergence of COHDA by vary-
ing the bandwidth and the latency

4.4.2 PowerMatcher

In PowerMatcher, a latency of 200 ms slows down the

convergence by 1.6 s. This is due to the four steps of

PowerMatcher, where each step needs the sum of all

component delays that are within the communication

path. This corresponds to two times the latency of the

leafs (200 ms) plus up to six times the latency of the

routers (2 ms) at each of the four steps. These 1.6 s are

negligible when considering that one minute is the finest

interval that is taken into account.

Regarding low data rates, PowerMatcher shows

fairly robust results too. Fig. 25 shows, that 100 bit s−1

are already sufficient to reach convergence in 500 s,

which is well within the 15 minute interval.
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Fig. 25 Maximum time for convergence of PowerMatcher by
varying the bandwidth and the latency

4.4.3 PrivADE

In contrast to COHDA and PowerMatcher, the influ-

ence of large delays of household dh and the server ds
is very high on PrivADE because it requires |H|+ 1 se-

quential communication steps per round. This leads to a

total convergence deceleration of td = 2·(ds+
∑
h∈H dh)

alone through the leaf delay. This time is 20.4 s each

round in case of a 200 ms leaf delay. In our scenario

the maximum number of rounds is six, which leads to

a total time delay of 122.4 s. Thus, an interval of one

or two minutes is prohibited, even in case of very high

bandwidths.

The bandwidth limitation cause a further time delay

of tb = (|H| + 1) · 5438Byte
b . The 5438 Byte is the data

amount, that have to be send sequential in six rounds.

In sum, the convergence time of PrivADE compos-

ing the addition of td, tb and the time for transmission

trough the higher layers of the physical topology, which

is very low. In our scenario, PrivADE can be executed

reliably with bandwidths down to 5 kbit s−1.
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Fig. 26 Maximum time for convergence of PrivADE by vary-
ing the bandwidth and the latency

4.4.4 Comparison of Communication Limitations

effects

The influence of communication limitations on the con-

sidered algorithms vary significantly. While COHDA is

prone to bandwidth limitations, higher latencies does

not have a large impact. PrivADE shows the exact op-

posite behaviour. A latency of 200 ms leads to a to-

tal convergence deceleration of approx. 100 s. A lower

bandwidth on the other side has no great influence.

In general the effect on PowerMatcher is not as high

as the effect on both other algorithms. All in all,

PowerMatcher can be used with bandwidths as low as

100 bit s−1, PrivADE requires at least 2 kbit s−1 and

COHDA a minimum of approx. 30 kbit s−1.

4.5 Algorithm Comparison

The energy management, convergence times, data re-

quirements, scalability and behaviour on communica-

tion limits have been analysed for COHDA, Power-

Matcher and PrivADE. Regarding energy management,

all algorithms have a similar ability to reduce consump-

tion peaks or shape the load.

Regarding communication costs, PowerMatcher has

the fewest requirements. It requires few data, so a lim-

ited bandwidth has low influence. Due to only four se-

quential communication steps, high latencies has lim-

ited influence too. Furthermore, PowerMatcher has the

best scalability. However, in case of a shared communi-

cation medium, an individual time delay for each house-

hold should be considered. Otherwise, all households

send messages at the same time. This leads to data colli-

sions and can cause a temporary network overload. Due

to the fact, that the concentrator is a part of each com-

munication step, a performance upgrade of this node

could improve the scalability characteristics even more.

Furthermore, it is also possible to use more concentra-

tors to split the load. However, PowerMatcher needs

the auctioneer as a central unit and at least one con-

centrator.

COHDA needs the server only for an initial infor-

mation about the goal consumption. The households

then find a solution totally distributed. This is advan-

tageous because no infrastructure has to be provided

by the energy manager. In COHDA, each household

is only aware of its own objective. The objectives of

the other households are unknown, so many messages

have to be transmitted to find a good solution. This

leads to high parallel communication requirements and

moderate scalability. However, for a limited number of

households and communication technologies with the

ability to handle a high data volume in parallel (e.g.

DSL), COHDA can be well suited. Another advantage

of COHDA is, that a convergence is possible, even if

messages are lost or a node failure occur.

COHDA and PowerMatcher have in common, that

parts of private data is disclosed. To preserve privacy

fully, it is necessary that no participant knows any con-

sumption values of any other household. This is the

strength of PrivADE. It is using homomorphic encryp-

tion and is based on rounds. In this way only the server

holds values of the households. However, these values
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are aggregated and no information about an individ-

ual household can be gained. Due to the round-based

approach a large amount of sequential communication

steps are necessary. On the one hand, this leads to con-

vergence times which are strongly dependent on the

latency of each household. On the other hand, there

are no parallel communication steps, which limits the

load of the total network. Therefore, a use of PrivADE

is suitable for technologies with a shared medium like

wireless communication or PLC.

Table 5 shows an overview of recommendations for

the different algorithms.

Table 5 Recommendations for COHDA, PowerMatcher and
PrivADE

COHDA needs a network that enables high parallel
communication, insensitive to high latencies,
robust against node failures, moderate scal-
ability, server only necessary for initiation

Power-
Matcher

low bandwidth and latency requirements to
the communication network, fast conver-
gence, good scalability, auctioneer and at
least one concentrator necessary

PrivADE requires communication network with low la-
tencies, good for shared medium technolo-
gies, moderate scalability, privacy preserv-
ing, one server necessary

5 Conclusion

Energy Management will become more and more im-

portant in the future. All three analysed algorithms are

highly suitable to solve the emerging problems of our

scenarios. However, the requirements on the underly-

ing communication system vary significantly. If a high

parallel communication network is available and a cen-

tral unit is undesirable, COHDA can be recommended.

If only a technology without ability of parallel com-

munication is available and privacy is a concern, Priv-

ADE is the best solution. However, PrivADE requires

a communication technology without high latencies. If

only fast convergence is required and a central unit is

feasible, PowerMatcher will be the best choice. Power-

Matcher has a good scalability and thus can handle

very high number of households. This only requires an

appropriate number of concentrators.

In future work scenarios with other communica-

tion technologies like PLC or mobile communication

networks will be analysed. Furthermore, the effects of

packet loss and node failures will be evaluated.
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